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This 70m motor yacht, built by Rossinavi in 2011,
echoes timeless elegance with some eccentric
twists and a unique take on deck design.
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M/Y Numptia’s naval architecture and exterior design,

from stem to stern, is meticulously conceived to

ensure that the volume and use of space really work.

“Building a superyacht is a dream: the ultimate opportunity

to express one’s views and desires. It is a competition full of

challenges and attention to detail is paramount,” says the

yacht’s owner — who offers Numptia for charter through

the international superyacht brokerage firm Burgess. Vast

interior spaces and intelligent design offer the height of

luxurious yachting onboard the elegant and fully custom

yacht. All five decks can be accessed via an expansive, circular

stairway and a glass elevator connects four of these decks.

Outstanding service is facilitated by a fully equipped pantry and

wine refrigerator on every deck — perfect for entertaining on

a grand scale. The Numptia offers a spectacular home on the

water for the owner and a rare vehicle for those lucky

enough to charter her.

“The theme we developed was to try and keep a calm

sense of pure design,” interior designer Achille Salvagni says.

“We created monolithic spaces, delicately enhanced with the

use of a closely matched color palette and well-placed lighting

accents.” Numptia accommodates 12 guests in six spacious4
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ABOVE: The bridge-deck salon is filled with lounging beds for watching

television and movies on a 103-inch, cinema-style Panasonic TV. Just

beyond, is a comfortable outdoor area for relaxing and dining al fresco.

TOP: Uninterrupted views of the sea flow through floor to ceiling

windows to provide a sublime ambiance for guests enjoying dinner on

the stunning alpaca dining room table.

The lush interiors include jewel items of furniture fashioned from parchment,
galuchat and smooth leathers, glossy black ebony, bronze and Murano glass. 
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cabins, a full-beam master suite, VIP suite, three queen-size double

guest cabins and one twin cabin. 

The aptly named spa deck is a unique feature of Numptia. Here,

guests can take advantage of the sauna, marble steam room, the fully

equipped gym and a dedicated massage room. An outdoor area forward

on this deck is ideal for breakfast or light lunches and barbecues at sea.

The team that delivered this floating dream is an all-Italian line up:

building and engineering by Rossinavi Shipyard, and naval architecture

by Axis Group Yacht Design, Viareggio; exterior design by Design

Studio Spadolini, Florence; and interior design by Salvagni Architetti,

Rome. Custom comfort throughout and quality by a team that showed

excellence in execution and passion in their work were the driving

forces from the outset of this project. For more information on charter

rates and availability, visit www.burgessyachts.com.

ABOVE LEFT: Jet skis, Seabobs, kayaks, water skis, dive gear

and a floating jellyfish-proof bathing pool are among the

numerous water sport options available for playtime.

A certified dive master is among the 18-member crew.

NUMPTIA
c o n t i n u e d

A 4M CENTRAL INFINITY POOL WITH A
HYDRO-MASSAGE WATER FOUNTAIN IS
AVAILABLE TO PAMPER GUESTS ON THE

OPEN-AIR SUNDECK. UP A FEW STEPS IS A
HELICOPTER PAD WHICH DOUBLES AS A

SUNBATHING AREA WITH SUN LOUNGERS.
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